By Mark Lerner

The Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”) is proposing to
increase the number of reports of the amounts won by
individuals gambling at a casino. The IRS might be
better asking whether individual gambling winnings
should be taxed at all.
Under current IRS regulations, casinos are required to
collect and submit, on a Form W-2G, customers’
names, addresses, social security numbers, and
signatures for each slot machine payout of $1,200 or
more and each keno or bingo payout in excess of
$1,500. Amendments proposed by the IRS would
lower the thresholds for reporting slot machine, keno,
and bingo winnings to $600.
These changes would significantly increase the
reporting burden on casino operators and customers
without significantly benefiting the national treasury.
The changes may even reduce the amount of taxes
properly collected.

Reporting individual gambling winnings is incredibly
complicated. You cannot simply net your losses against
your winnings at the end of the year and report any
positive difference. An individual must report winnings
and losses separately, reporting winnings as “other”
income and claiming losses (up to the amount of
winnings) as an itemized deduction.
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To be deducted, losses must be documented with
meticulous specificity. The IRS expects gamblers to
produce records that not only include just the amounts
won or lost, but the dates and types of gambling,
including slot machine and table game numbers, the
names and addresses of the gambling establishments,
the names of other persons present, and so on.

Record keeping is complicated by the fact that
winnings and losses are determined on a session-bysession basis. Sessions begin when a player buys in
and end when the player cashes out. The proposed
amendment would also end any session and begin a
new one at the end of each calendar day. The session
concept does not simplify record keeping; it adds yet
another factor of which the casual gambler must keep
track. Under the proposed amendment, it would
become even more complicated whenever an
individual’s gambling straddles midnight—hardly an
unusual occurrence among gamblers in 24-hour
casinos with busy swing and graveyard shifts. These
are not records likely to be kept by casual,
recreational gamblers. While someone who scores a
W-2G-worthy win early in the year may be able to
document offsetting losses later in the year, those who
have a major win near the end of the year may not.

The result is people owing tax even though they don’t
end up winning any money to pay it. Furthermore,
people who do not itemize deductions can only report
winning sessions and, therefore, are more likely to
owe taxes on their “winnings” even though they have
a net loss for the year. Since lower-income taxpayers
are much less likely to itemize deductions than higherincome taxpayers, the result is not just a tax on
non-existent gambling income but a regressive tax that
affects lower-income people disproportionately. The
regression would only worsen under the proposed
amendments as the amounts reported are halved and
affect more people.

All of this is an incentive not to report winnings and,
if winnings result in a Form W-2G, to be creative
about documentation of offsetting losses. And for
what? Taken as a group, individual gamblers show a
net loss every year. Taken individually, the
overwhelming majority of gamblers show a net loss
every year. Those who do manage to show a win as of
the end of the year mostly win very little, and those

who continue to gamble are likely to lose it back the
following year. In theory, the amount of individual
gambling winnings available for taxation is zero. For
individual gamblers, casino gambling is a less than
zero-sum game. On average, gamblers show a net loss
for the year. That’s why there are casinos.

So how much money can the treasury possibly net
each year in taxes on individual gambling winnings?
How much would that amount change if the proposed
amendments go into effect? To answer these
questions, we need to know how much money the
IRS actually collects and how much the IRS should
accurately collect in these taxes and how much it
spends to collect them. Whatever the IRS spends
administering the tax, the amount would increase
under the proposed amendments as the IRS works to
process twice as many W-2Gs. At the same time, the
amount likely to be collected will not increase in
proportion. Not only are the amounts in question
smaller, but the lower reporting threshold makes it
more certain that winnings will be offset by actual
losses during the year and that taxes will not actually
be owed.
We also need to know how much tax revenue from
tax-paying casinos is lost when the casinos shut down
games and players to issue W-2Gs? Whatever that
amount is now, it has to increase under the proposed
amendments, since the number of W-2Gs would
presumably double. Taxes on casino income are also
reduced through increased payroll and other business
expenses as casinos process more W-2Gs, not to
mention the enormous cost of refitting slot machines
and keno and bingo systems to lock up at the lower
amounts. The taxes paid by casinos are not
insubstantial. The total amount of taxes collected by
all U.S. jurisdictions in 2013 totaled $38 billion; the
total amount of federal taxes collected was $17.3
billion. Thus, even a small dip in taxable casino
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income caused by increased numbers of W-2Gs and
other associated expenses is likely to have a significant
effect on tax collections. Furthermore, from the tax
collector’s point of view, compared to the complexities
of administering taxes on the small amounts individual
gamblers contend with, taxation of casinos is relatively
simple. Most are taxed, audited, and heavily
regulated by local jurisdictions, so most of the work
needed for federal tax purposes is already being done
at no federal expense.

It just doesn’t seem likely that the lowered thresholds
would yield enough additional tax revenue to justify
the added burden on the individuals, casinos, and the
IRS. Even with the thresholds at their current levels,
the return doesn’t appear to justify the investment.

Most countries, it seems, have sensibly concluded that
taxing individual winnings from casinos does not
make sense, economically or as a matter of policy. It
appears that most other countries do not tax
individual winnings from casinos; this includes most
European Union countries, the United Kingdom,
Canada, and Australia.

The IRS shouldn’t be lowering the reporting
thresholds. It should be eliminating the individual tax
and the reporting altogether and focusing on the
relatively easy money to be collected from the only real
winners, casinos. Unfortunately, eliminating the tax on
individual gambling winnings cannot be done by
regulation; it seems a statutory change—literally, an act
of Congress—is required. But until that happy day, the
IRS should not exacerbate the inequities of the current
system by decreasing the reporting thresholds.
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